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NEWS
Pupils show community
love with big litter-pick

LONGWOOD PRIMARY The
McDonalds restaurant at Staple
Tye joined forces with the
Paringdon Road school to teach
pupils to love and respect their
community.

Pupils, who were joined by Kier
staff and their teachers, were
taken on a litterpick at a field
near to the fast-food franchise.

Armed with bin bags, gloves
and litter pickers, they were
tasked with collecting as much
rubbish as they could.

Barbara Cox, of McDonalds,
said: “We wanted to work with

Longwood Primary School to
teach the children to love where
they live and take care of the
area around them.”

“We were clearing up a park
area that is used a lot by children
and it is important to keep it
clean, which the Longwood pupils
seemed to understand really well.

“It was a big success and the
children seemed to really enjoy it
- everyone had to try and collect
as much rubbish as possible with
their litter-pickers and everyone
seemed to have fun and learn
something from the day.”

Mini-chefs given a lesson in
cooking at town restaurant
LITTLE PARNDON PRIMARY:
Pupils at the Hodings Road school
dressed up in their chef whites
and hats for a free cookery
lesson at the Toby Carvery in
Edinburgh Gate.

Youngsters were taught basic
cooking skills with the restaurant
chefs in a one-off lesson.

Restaurant manager Sharon
McCann said: “We have been
running a chef school this
academic term and were visited
by schools, including Little
Parndon Primary, who are doing
healthy eating focuses.

“The lessons are for children
from Year 2 to Year 6 and we try
to make it as fun as possible
while they are still learning. This

term it’s been really popular with
the schools and their kids.

“The children come in and we
do a session about fresh fruit and
vegetables and why they’re
important as well as some other
foodie activities.

“We have cooking activities and
they make their own ice-cream
and have a talk from one of our
chefs. The feedback from the
lessons, which last a couple of
hours usually, has been excellent
and the students have all really
enjoyed themselves.”

Ms McCann added: “It’s been
going really well and r in the new
school year starting in September
we’ll be holding more chef school
sessions.

Chinese teachers on visit
to learn about UK schools

BURNT MILL ACADEMY
Students and staff have
welcomed two new teachers
from China who are visiting the
First Avenue academy to find out
more about UK teaching
practices.

Jayce Yu and Carrie Zhao are
spending a month in the UK to
gain experience of the British
education system by observing
various subject lessons.

Ms Yu, who graduated from
university last year and is in her
first year of teaching, said: “We
are noticing so many differences
between Burnt Mill and schools in
China. Our school day starts at
7.30am and finishes at 5.30pm,
but our lessons are only 45
minutes long and the children
have a 10-minute break after
each one.

“We also have morning and

afternoon exercises and daily eye
massages to take care of
students’ eyesight.”

The teachers are also teaching
pupils some basic Mandarin.

Ms Zhao added: “The children
at Burnt Mill have been asking us
lots of questions about our
language and our country. They
are so interested in our culture
and how children live their lives in
China.”

Pictured with the visitors are
head boy Daniel Boulton and
head girl Sally Endean.

Concentration camp survivor
speaks to history students
MARK HALL History students were
given the opportunity to meet and
listen to the story of a Holocaust
survivor who visited the academy at
the end of last month.

Bob Obuchowski, who was born
in Poland and the only survivor in
his family, gave the students an
account of his experiences during
the Second World War and of the
concentration camps he had been
sent to - Auschwitz-Birkenau and
Buchenwald and Remsdorf.

A morning session, which
included a chance for students to
ask questions to the Holocaust
survivor about his experience, was
given to year 8 and 9 pupils who
have opted to study GCSE history in
September.

Mr Obuchowski then re-told his

stories in the afternoon to over 100
Mark Hall students.

The visit, which was also
attended by Holocaust Education
Trust tutor Catrina Kirkland, was so
popular with the students that the
school is hoping to invite Mr
Obuchowski back during the
autumn term.

School principal Corinne
Franceschi told the Star: “This was
a once-in-a-lifetime enrichment
opportunity for our students.

“The level of engagement,
questioning and debate from our
students was outstanding, which
was little wonder with such an
inspirational person as Bob.

“We were honoured to have him
with us for the day and the
students all benefited enormously.”
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